Abstract-Some communications between devices are limited by network boundaries for ensuring security. In these cases, IEEE1888 does not provide inter-device communication. We thus propose IEEE1888 over WebSocket for communication between devices across network boundaries. In IEEE1888 over WebSocket, two devices are added to an IEEE1888 network for communication across network boundaries, so devices using traditional IEEE1888 need not to be changed. We implemented an experimental system of IEEE1888 over WebSocket. The results shows that IEEE1888 over WebSocket enables communication across network boundaries.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet technology has extended to communication infrastructures between controllers, storage devices, sensors, and actuators, leading to a field of study called the Internet of Things (IoT). Attracting particular attention is energy management systems (EMS) [1] [2] [3] [4] , which optimizes and visualizes power consumption from data collected using sensors and actuators. As examples, home EMS [1] and building EMS [2] optimize and visualize power consumption in homes and offices by controlling devices such as lights and air conditioners, and community EMS [3] works on a wide-area, including in houses, offices and factories through inter-device communication. Community EMS is difficult to implement, however, due to the various protocols [5, 6] used for device control.
IEEE1888 [7] has been proposed for EMS. IEEE1888 uses the SOAP protocol [8] to communicate between devices for collecting sensor values and controlling actuators via the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), extending the application range of EMS to the Internet and ensuring affinity with various ICT systems. IEEE1888 is therefore suitable for wide-area EMS, considering the popularity of the Internet infrastructure. However, security concerns limit some communications over network boundaries. In a network with a firewall, for example, devices behind the firewall communicate with outside devices, but communication in the other direction is prevented. In this case, traditional IEEE1888 does not provide intercommunication, because it requires use of HTTP. To solve this problem, L2-VPN employs connections between devices. However, L2-VPN settings need to be changed when new devices are added to the network.
In this paper, we propose IEEE1888 over WebSocket for communication between devices where communications are limited by network boundaries. In IEEE1888 over WebSocket, [9] is constructed between the Global Proxyand Local Proxy, and IEEE1888 messages are sent using this WebSocket connection for device communication. Moreover, each proxy provides proxy URLs for devices for which communications are limited by network boundaries. Messages sent to proxy URLs are transferred to destination devices through the proxies. Global Proxy and Local Proxy make it easy to implement IEEE1888 over WebSocket in traditional IEEE1888 networks. IEEE1888 over WebSocket requires fewer settings when adding new devices to the network than does L2-VPN, because the Global Proxy only needs to be updated regarding the number of devices. System management is thus simpler than when using L2-VPN. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the IEEE1888 protocol. In Section III, we explain IEEE1888 over WebSocket. In Section IV, we implement an experimental system applying IEEE1888 over WebSocket. Section V presents a discussion of security issues. Section VI presents our conclusions and discusses future work.
II. IEEE1888 PROTOCOL
IEEE1888 was proposed and standardized for constructing and operating wide-area EMS. Figure 1 shows the IEEE1888 system architecture, which consists of devices called components and an IEEE1888 network connecting these components. Components are classified into three types, depending on their role: gateways(GW), data storage(Storage), and application units(APP)s. These IEEE1888 components communicate with each other to collect data and control devices.
IEEE1888 defines the three communication procedures shown in Table I . Each component has an URL identifier, which it uses to send IEEE1888 messages to destination An EMS is constructed using IEEE1888 to accommodate traditional network infrastructure. In wide-area EMS in particular, it is required to operate devices belonging to local networks, such as networks in houses, office buildings, and factories, from the outside via the Internet infrastructure. However, outside components do not communicate with those inside the network boundaries. For example, as shown in Fig. 2 , communication from outside is blocked by a firewall or a NAT boundary. In this case, components cannot communicate with each other because IEEE1888 requires HTTP-based messaging. This issue is solved by improving IEEE1888, but doing so would require updating all components. In this paper, we propose IEEE1888 over WebSocket for communication across network boundaries by adding new components to traditional IEEE1888 networks.
III. IEEE1888 OVER WEBSOCKET
A. System Architecture Figure 3 shows the system architecture of IEEE1888 over WebSocket. As shown in Fig. 3 1) Global Proxy: Global Proxies are added to the global network. Global Proxies have a single WebSocket URL and multiple proxy URLs. The WebSocket URL is used when WebSocket connections are constructed between Global Proxies and Local Proxies, and proxy URLs are substituted for the URLs of local-network components, as shown in Fig. 3 and Table II . Messages sent to a proxy URL are transferred to the corresponding local-network component, so the IEEE1888 network shown in Fig. 3 is regarded as shown in Fig. 4 . In that figure, squares drawn as dotted lines and solid lines respectively indicate components connected in the global network with and without the Global Proxy.
2) Local Proxy: Local Proxies in local networks connect to the Global Proxy via a WebSocket connection, and transfer messages from the Global Proxy to components in the local network. Local Proxies have multiple proxy URLs, which substitute for component URLs in other networks, as shown in Fig. 3 and Table III . Messages sent to a proxy URL are transferred to the corresponding local-network component, so the IEEE1888 network shown in Fig. 3 is regarded as shown Fig. 5 , where squares drawn as dotted and solid lines respectively indicate components connected in the global network with and without the global proxy.
B. Layer Architecture
In IEEE1888 over WebSocket, the communication procedure between each component and a Global Proxy or Local Proxy is based on traditional IEEE1888, but a TCP/IP Figure 6 shows the layer architecture of IEEE1888 over WebSocket. As that figure shows, messages from components in the IEEE1888 and SOAP layers are sent to their destination components through the Global and Local Proxies, which do not alter the message in the IEEE1888 an SOAP layers. However, Global and Local Proxies refer to message HTTP headers to determine the destination proxy and component and set the destination URL in the header based on a transition table like that shown in Table II or Table III . For example, in Fig. 6 , the component X sends a message to the component A. In this case, the destination URL is the proxy URL A. The Global Proxy refers to this URL to determine which Local Proxy the message should be sent to, as does the Local Proxy. In the WebSocket layer, component HTTP messages are stored in a WebSocket data frame. Each proxy transfers this data frame to the destination proxy. Steps 1 and 2 represent the construction of a WebSocket connection between the Global and Local Proxies. Steps 3 and beyond represent sending a message from component X to component A. The Local Proxy tries to construct a WebSocket connection when it starts, and this connection is maintained until the WebSocket is disconnected. The procedure of constructing the WebSocket connection is independent of the procedure used to send messages, so if the WebSocket connection is constructed, components send messages to their destination components by Steps 3 and beyond. Figure 8 shows the procedure for sending a message from component A to component X, which occurs as follows:
C. Communication Procedure
1) The Local Proxy sends a WebSocket connection upgrade request to the Global Proxy. 2) The Global Proxy sends a WebSocket connection upgrade response to the Local Proxy, constructing a WebSocket connection between the Global and Local Proxies. 3) Component A sends a request message to the proxy URL substituting for component X. Step 3 and beyond represent the procedure for sending a message from component A to component X. These procedures are independent, as with communication from component X to component A.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
We implemented an experimental system for IEEE1888 over WebSocket shown as Fig. 9 . In this system, devices in the network limited by a firewall are controlled by devices in another local network. A Local Proxy is added to each local network, and a service provider provides a Global Proxy for IEEE1888 over WebSocket. The users of each local network use this Global Proxy for communicating devices. In the experimental system, the Global Proxy was hosted on the Japan-wide Orchestrated Smart/Sensor Environment [10] , a large-scale open testbed, and Local Proxies were created at Osaka University and the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (JAIST). A WRITE client at Osaka University and a gateway server at JAIST were also installed. The gateway server connects to equipment at iHouse [11] , a JAIST testbed, and sends an operational message to each device. The WRITE client sends messages to the gateway server to operate the devices at iHouse. The devices at iHouse are controlled using the ECHONET Lite protocol [5] , so the gateway converts operational messages from the IEEE1888 format to the ECHONET Lite format. The WRITE client and the gateway server are implemented in Python, and Global and Local Proxies are implemented in Java. Each Local Proxy constructs a WebSocket connection when it starts. Proxy URLs of the Local Proxy at Osaka University correspond to the URL of the gateway server at JAIST.
As a result, equipment at iHouse was operated by sending operational messages from Osaka University. In other words, IEEE1888 over WebSocket enabled communication over network boundaries.
V. DISCUSSION
In IEEE1888 over WebSocket, global-network components communicate with local-network components through the Global and Local Proxies. A secure connection between components is required in order to use the EMS protocol. IEEE1888.3 has been proposed for providing secure connections between components, but in IEEE1888 over WebSocket secure connections between components cannot be ensured, because the proxies intermediate the messages.
One solution to this problem is constructing secure connections between each device, assuming each proxy is physically secure and dependable. Figure 10 shows an example of a 
